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DON’T BE WILD-DON’T FORCE-WORK ON A CHILD 
- DHRUV CHAUDHRY1 AND DEVANSH GULATI2 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In the recent events that there was no kid, there would be no mankind and that there 

cannot be a universe without civilization. Accordingly, the humankind owes to the kid 

the best must be given. Even after making such acts which encompass for free and 

compulsory education to the children given by the Government of India, there are 

ample number of students who still are not following their dreams of going to school. 

There were many efforts put forward by the Government to indoctrinate the children 

in educational activities, but rather than taking part in those educational activities the 

children seem to give more importance to other activities such as acts of Child Labour. 

 

The kids between the age of 14 and 18 are pigeonholed as “Pre-Adult” and the law 

enables the teenagers to be utilized with the exception of recorded unsafe occupation 

and procedures which incorporate activities like mining, inflammable substances and 

explosives. The issue of Child Labour is not astonishing in India as around the world 

approximately 217 million youngsters perform a full-time work which are related to 

dangerous procedures which is given under Factories Act,1948. 

 

Now, we would be discussing about the root cause of Child Labour, history also plays 

an important role in helping us to understand the source. Similarly, the paper would 

be going through all the acts and laws related to Child Labour which are enacted since 

1981. We shall also be discussing about the reasons behind the failure of restriction of 

Child Labour in India despite having suitable rules and regulation. The paper would 

be telling us that why the kids (youth or pre-adults) regardless of having been informed 

about the nature of work in which they are indulged is said to be harmful still continue 

to work there.3  

 
 

																																																								
1 Student, Fairfield Institute of Management and Technology (Affiliated to GGSIPU). 
2 Student, Fairfield Institute of Management and Technology (Affiliated to GGSIPU). 
3 https://www.ilo.org/ipec/facts/WorstFormsofChildLabour/Hazardouschildlabour/lang--en/index.htm 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In our society children are considered as a form of God and childhood is a crucial and 

sensitive stage of human development as children are the future of the society children 

who are nurtured in our environment which is gratifying, positive and cerebral grow 

up to be productive and chargeable members of society who work for the betterment 

and development of the society. Every Nation links its growth with the condition of 

children and their status in the society. Children reduce their welfare future income, 

earning capability and productive capabilities by doing work when they are too young 

for that work. Children are often forced to quit the schools and take up jobs which 

are mostly destructive and hazardous to their health to reduce their poverty. 

 

One of the factors why Child Labour is still practised in India is poor economic 

conditions. As we know in India, there is a wide gap between rich and poor and rich 

becomes richer whereas poor becomes poorer. Therefore, it is no wonder that to make 

extra income poor household send their children to work, one of the most painful 

part of Child Labour is that children are send to work and are often destitute with 

their right to education. Child Labour have ill effect on the education of a child which 

further results in short attendance and eventually the child is dropped out of school. 

Child Labour deprives children of the right to education which is a fundamental right 

that is available to everyone. The second most painful aspect of Child Labour is that 

it has a detrimental effect on the health and safety of child.  

 

India has always stood against Child Labour and has very harsh policies for those who 

encourage Child Labour. India has made statutory constitutional measures to stop 

Child Labour, the constitution of India has provisions to secure compulsory education 

of children till 14 years of age which further declines Child Labour .Many NGOs and 

Labour commissions make comprehensive recommendations. Indias’ Judiciary has 

flaunted thoroughly sympathetic responses to counter Child Labour. Government of 

India has made several policies legislations and Judiciary has made several decisions in 

favour to stop Child Labour which endure as a challenge to India. 
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Child Labour is defined as the recruitment of children to do work that deprives them 

of their childhood, their dignity and is hazardous for their health and well-being. 

UNICEF defines Child Labour contrastively, according to UNICEF if a child 

between 5 and 11 years of age did at least eleven hour of activity that generates him 

or her money or at least 28 hours of domestic work in a week at in case of a child who 

is between 12 to 14 years did at least 3 hours of activities that generates him or her 

money or at least 42 hours of domestic work in a week then that child is engaged in 

Child Labour activities. The main component of Child Labour is that a child must be 

engaged in an economic activity which is hazardous and casuistic in nature. According 

to India Census 2001 office, Child Labour is defined as engagement of child less than 

17 years of age in any economic activity with or without money, profit, wage etc. The 

participation can be physical or can be mental. Child Labour includes part time help 

in shop, part time work in a factory or any other activity like farming, cultivating crops 

etc. 

 

There are approximately 215 million Child Labourers in the world out of which Asia 

and Pacific has the highest percentage of Child Labourers. Asia and Pacific alone 

constitute 114 million which is around 53% of total Child Labourers in the world 

followed by 65 million in Sub Saharan Africa which is around 30% of total Child 

Labourers in the world which is at last followed by 14 million in Latin America which 

is around 7% of total number of Child Labour. Raising protests and efforts against 

Child Labour has turned out to be fruitful as number of Child Labourers in the world 

has been declined by 1/3rd since 2000 from 246 million to 168 million but there is a 

long way to go. Child Labour is found in nearly every type of industry but according 

to a report, approximately 60% of Child Labour occurs in agriculture, fishing, hunting, 

mining etc.4 

 

HISTORY 

 

Child Labour is not a new concept in India. It has existed in one form or the other 

from a very long time. Children in India have been associated with labour from long 

																																																								
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_labour 
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ago. Kautaliya s’ Arthashastra of 3rd century B.C. talked about recruitment of children 

in India in the form of slavery. It describes the household slavery which is a form of 

slavery in which children from normally low caste groups who were less than 8 years 

of age were recruited as slaves and worked in the houses of upper-class people. 

 

In the medieval period, children were placed under different artisans and Craftsmen 

as their trainees and helped them in their work. That tradition still continues in carpet 

industry where large number of children weave the carpet and is also seen in glass 

bangle industry where large number of children make bangles in shady and dark huts. 

In rural society, children worked according to their capacities and children of 

agriculturist had to perform certain tasks. Child Labour in rural India is also present 

in the family of farmers where children of farmers help their family in cultivating land 

and growing crops.  

 

Thus, children were integrated in work that consumed a lot of time whereas elders 

often busied themselves in a labour work that demanded skills. The children from 

agriculturist families started learning agriculture and participated and helped their 

families in their work. Therefore, forming an integral part of agricultural household 

economy, they received training and slowly making construction. 

 

In 18th century, Industrial Revolution in England brought a new turn to mankind and 

brought a huge change in social and economic order which was completely different 

than earlier. Before the Industrial Revolution, the child or an adult irrespective of his 

place in which he worked had an individual identity whereas after the industrial 

revolution, there was a huge change in the method of production that is new 

management technique was adopted and assets were now owned by private individual. 

From the beginning children were used in activities to generate income.  

 

In pre-capitalist society which was India at that time, children were in trade 

occupations. In these societies, children work at their home and therefore had an 

informal relationship. Children grew up and got work within the family and were not 

recruited to do any hazardous work and difficult task. During mid-19th century, with 
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the advent of technology large scale productions by machines came into existence. In 

that time, there were no rules for the employees who were working in the factories.  

 

Therefore, as there were no laws regarding well-being of employees, the employers 

often bargained the labour. In this way labours were exploited by the employees and 

the employees did not provide adequate pay for their work. Many children were 

employed in cotton mills and jute mills and were even employed in coal mines which 

were threat to children s’ safety. With the advent of factory organization, attention 

was drawn towards Child Labour seeing the condition of children and ill effects of the 

labour in spite of active opposition by the employees.  

 

The large number of youngsters thus, was appointed at first by mill owners and later 

by plant owner. Secondly the demand for children in agriculture sector additionally 

magnified due to migration of adult people to industrial cities that children replaced 

of them to run numerous agricultural operations. The term ‘Child Labour’ was used 

now and then as a synonym for ‘employed child or ‘working child’ in this sense, it is 

co-intensive with any work done by a youngster for economic gain. However, a lot of 

usually than not the term ‘Child Labour’ is said in social sense. It suggests some issue 

that is harmful, unjust and filled with exploitation. In India there is hardly any statutory 

provision that defines the term ‘Child Labour’ in precise terms even those numerous 

legislations that the minimum age of admission to employment in numerous vacations 

don’t’ fix uniform age for reasons of variations in the nature of operation during which 

youngster are employed.  

 

The working children are those who are below fourteen years of age and who put in 

some work and receive returns in money or kind or save cash by rendering services 

that the family would have to be compelled to pay otherwise these youngsters might 

or might not continue the work with their schooling. 5 

 

 

 

																																																								
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_labour 
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CAUSES 

 

For quite a bit of mankind's history and across various societies, kids under 17 years 

of age have added to family welfare in an assortment of ways. UNICEF recommends 

that destitution is the greatest reason for kid work. The report additionally takes note 

of that in country and devastated portions of creating and lacking pieces of the world, 

kids have no genuine and important other option. Schools and furthermore 

instructors are inaccessible. Youngster work is the unnatural outcome. A BBC report, 

correspondingly, finishes up destitution and insufficient government funded 

instruction foundation are a portion of the reasons for youngster work in India.  

 

Among young men and young ladies, UNICEF discovers young ladies are multiple 

times bound to be out of school and working in a local job. Guardians with restricted 

assets, claims UNICEF, need to pick whose school expenses and charges they can 

bear the cost of when a school is accessible. Instructing young ladies will in general be 

a lower need over the world, including India. Young ladies are likewise pestered or 

tormented at schools, side-lined by partiality or poor educational programs, as 

indicated by UNICEF. 

 

The global work association (ILO) and Spreading Smiles Through Education 

Organization (OSSE) recommends destitution is the best single power driving kids 

into the workplace. Income from a youngster's work is felt to be essential for his/her 

own endurance or for that of the family. For certain families, salary from their 

youngsters' work is somewhere in the range of 25% and 40% of the family pay.  

 

As indicated by a recent report by ILO, among the most significant components 

driving youngsters to destructive work is the absence of accessibility and nature of 

tutoring. Numerous people group, especially rustic territories don't have satisfactory 

school offices. In any event, when schools are now and again accessible, they are 

excessively far away, hard to reach, exorbitant or the nature of instruction is poor to 

the point that guardians wonder if going to class is extremely beneficial. In 

government-run elementary schools, in any event, when kids appear, government-paid 

instructors don't appear 25% of the time.  
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The 2008 ILO study recommends that absence of education coming about because 

of a youngster going to work, as opposed to a quality essential and auxiliary school, 

restrains the kid's capacity to get a fundamental instructive establishing which would 

in typical circumstances empower them to obtain abilities and to improve their 

possibilities for a better than average grown-up working life.  

 

A yet more established report distributed by UNICEF diagrams the issues outlined by 

the ILO report. The UNICEF report asserted that while 90% of youngster work in 

India is in its rustic regions, the accessibility and nature of schools is dilapidated; in 

country zones of India, guarantees the old UNICEF report, about half of government 

subsidized elementary schools that exist don't have a structure, 40% do not have a 

writing board, few have books, and 97% of assets for these openly supported school 

have been planned by the legislature as pay rates for the educator and executives.  

 

A 2012 Wall Street Journal article, reports while the enlistment in India's school has 

drastically expanded as of late to over 96% of all youngsters in the 6–14-year age 

gathering, the framework in schools, pointed to a limited extent to decrease kid work, 

stays poor – more than 81,000 schools don't have a chalkboard and around 42,000 

government schools work without a structure with improvised plans during rainstorm 

and harsh climate.  

 

Biggeri and Mehrotra have examined the macroeconomic components that energize 

youngster work. They centre their investigation around five Asian countries including 

India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Thailand and Philippines. They propose that kid work is a 

significant issue in every one of the five, however it's anything but another issue. 

Macroeconomic causes energized boundless kid work over the world, over a large 

portion of mankind's history. They recommend that the foundations for youngster 

work incorporate both the interest and the stock side. While neediness and 

inaccessibility of good schools clarify the youngster work supply side, they propose 

that the development of low paying casual economy instead of more lucrative 

conventional economy – called sorted out economy in India – is among the reasons 

for the interest side. India has unbending work laws and various guidelines that 
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forestall development of sorted out division where work insurances are simpler to 

screen, and work progressively profitable and more lucrative.  

 

The unintended impact of Indian complex work laws is the work has moved to the 

sloppy, casual area. Accordingly, after the disorderly farming part which utilizes 60% 

of youngster work, it is the sloppy exchange, chaotic get together and chaotic retail 

work that is the biggest manager of kid work. In the event that macroeconomic 

variables and laws forestall development of formal area, the family possessed casual 

division develops, conveying ease, simple to employ, simple to reject work in type of 

youngster work.  

 

Indeed, even in circumstances where youngsters are going to class, guarantee Biggeri 

and Mehrotra, kids take part in routine after-school locally established assembling and 

monetary action. Different researchers also recommend that rigidity and structure of 

India's work showcase, size of casual economy, powerlessness of enterprises to scale 

up and absence of present-day producing advances are major macroeconomic 

components influencing request and worthiness of kid work. 6 

 

ACTS UNDER CHILD LABOUR. 

 

In India, the government, in order to stop child labour has enacted two legislations, 

which are: 

 

1.  The Right of Youngsters to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 

2009 

2.  Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986, (with 

amendments within the year 2016) 

 

The first act provides compulsory education to the youngsters between Six and 

Twelve years, and the Second act provides that employment of youngsters below the 

age of fourteen years is prohibited in each and every occupations and processes and 

																																																								
6 https://www.ilo.org/newdelhi/whatwedo/publications/WCMS_557089/lang--en/index.htm 
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to control the condition of service of adolescents in line with the ILO Conventions 

138 and 182 respectively. But the child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986, 

(with amendments within the year 2016) did not pass because of protests made by 

child right activists and among others by UNICEF about certain provisions contained 

in the 2016 amendments. 

 

Over the years, there has been a decrease in numbers regarding to child labour but 

those yet demarcate the efforts but up by the government in eradicating the concept.  

 

As per the 2001 census, the total number of working children between the group of 

5-14 years in India were 12.6 million. However as per the survey conducted by NSSO 

in 2004-05 there was a decline within the number of children to be estimated around 

9.75 million people. Again there was a sharp decline within the number of working 

children which are estimated at 4.98 million as per survey conducted by NSSO in 

2009-10. Further the 2011 national census shows a decline up to 4.35 million. 

 

A data of 2011 published by UNESCO Institute for Statistics states that 1.4 you look 

after the population between the age bracket of 5 to 14 are largely attracted in primary 

works like Agriculture, Industry. The info also reveals that 90.7 you look after the 

youngsters between the said age bracket attend schools which directly means children 

are engaged in Education in addition as practices of agriculture, works in industry to 

assist themselves and their families grow up Financially strong as majority of the 

schools these children attend are controlled by the government making them avail 

access to free education, free uniforms and free books.  

 

As mentioned previously, Helplessness and poverty play as troubles within the lives 

of those children making them prone to do all the necessary things by themselves. the 

government has provided the youngsters with free education, books, uniforms and 

meals within the kind of Mid-day meals scheme to draw in children to return into the 

education institutes but has failed in understanding the side problems of the 

youngsters and families of the youngsters. In order to lift their family economically 

these children accept the conditions of hazardous works which endangers their health, 

safety and moral development. 
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Illiteracy also plays a crucial role on the parts of oldsters as they don’t understand the 

pros of educating the kid, for them education may be a time-consuming process which 

can provide them with substantial loss as there would be loss of earnings if the kid 

didn’t work, they feel having some temporary sort of income is best than having a 

permanent sort of income by expecting many years. an equivalent circumstance might 

be seen as within the weaker sections of the society in urban and rural areas. The 

Indifference of the legislature to supply adequate legislative measures to ban 

employment of youngsters and lack of effective enforcement of legislative provisions 

have resulted in curtailing the expansion of child labour. 

 

The government is taking all the possible measures it could to curb child labor but the 

question that still remains unanswered is that “Will total abolition of kid labour help?” 

Many children during this world from the marginalized and weaker sections of the 

society never have enough to eat, they can't even afford clothes to wear, according to 

a UNICEF study 15 million children under five, die of diseases per annum while 100 

million children under five are malnourished and are therefore vulnerable to various 

diseases. the subsequent case is additionally true in a Country like India.  

 

Parents don't send their children to colleges and like to possess them work to meet 

their bare subsistence of life. A National Seminar on employment of youngsters 

concluded “Any legislation totally prohibiting child labour would virtually amount to 

inflicting on these children an unbearable suffering. Moreover, within the absence of 

possible alternatives, such a measure is probably going to aggravate instead of mitigate 

their misery and hardships” 

 

The problem which holds up things are often seen within the case of M.C. Mehta vs 

State of Tamil Nadu. 

 

The Supreme Court observed that, “…unless the family is assured of income aliunde, 

problem of child labour would hardly get solved, and it's this vital question which has 

remained almost unattended. We are, however, of the view that till an alternate income 

is assured to the family, the question of abolition of kid labour would really remain in 

will-ó- the wisp. Now, of employment of youngsters below the age of 14 may be a 
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constitutional indictment, in thus far as add any factory or mine or engagement in 

other hazardous work, and if children are to tend opportunities and facilities to 

develop during a healthy manner and childhood is to be protected against exploitation 

as visualized by article 39(f) we will not help suspecting that (what) we should always 

do is to ascertain the satisfaction of administrative intendment  behind the sanctioning 

of the kid labour (prohibition and regulation) Act, 1986.” 

 

The national anti-poverty policies, the National Education Policy and therefore the 

National Policy on Health for all and on nutrition, as also the widely stepped -up 

provisions in social services in national plan outlays, are all geared to tackle the issues 

of poverty, where too often the origin and compulsion of kid labour are rooted. the 

overall raising of huge numbers of the population above the poverty level , or the 

supply of the whole spectrum of improved social services within the above mentioned 

areas are going to be hope to steer to progressive elimination of poverty, and 

consequently of the phenomenon of youngsters being placed on wage employment 

or quasi-wage employment at unsuitable ages. 

 

There are various complications on which works done by a toddler amounts to child 

labour, The International Labour Organization has thus defined the meaning of kid 

labour and therefore the work that if done by a toddler amounts to child labour : The 

term “child labour” is usually defined as work that deprives children of their 

childhood, their potential and their dignity, which is harmful to physical and mental 

development. 

 

It refers to figure that are – 

 

• mentally, physically, socially or morally dangerous and harmful to children; and 

• which interferes with the education / schooling of the kid by 

• depriving them of the chance to attend an equivalent by making them 

• drop out of faculties prematurely or by 

• requiring them to aim to mix school attendance with excessively long and heavy 

work. 
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In its most outrageous structures, child labour includes youngsters being subjugated, 

isolated from their families, presented to genuine dangers and sicknesses also as left 

to fight for themselves within the city of in depth urban areas – regularly at an early 

age. no matter whether specific sorts of "work" are often called "child labour" relies 

upon the youngster's age, the type and hours of labor played out, the conditions under 

which it's performed and therefore the goals wanted by singular nations. the 

acceptable response fluctuates from nation to nation, and also among parts inside 

nations. 

 

As discussed earlier though the speed of kid labour has had a considerable fall there's 

the matter still existing within the India, though there are provisions enacted there still 

are some shortcomings like within the Child Labour (Prohibition & Regulation) Act, 

1986 are Low conviction rates, Procedural lapses by enforcement agencies, Penal 

provisions aren't deterrent, Administrative difficulties faced by enforcement agencies, 

The difficulties faced in gathering witnesses, Lack of data of relevant laws by 

enforcement agencies, Various signs of third party interference in preparing medical 

reports and failure in determining the age bracket of the child. 

 

The history of child labour laws being implemented dates to 1881 with the Factories 

Act being implemented, which prohibited the utilization of youngsters below the age 

of Seven years, and also limited the utmost number of working hours to Nine for the 

youngsters between the age group of Seven and Twelve with an interval of rest for 

One hour. It also ordered the employers to grant weekly holidays to the youngsters 

and prohibited the utilization for quite Two factories. But being the primary Act of its 

kind it had its own shortcomings, like that of “Safety”, though the act touched upon 

the concept of rest to the kid workers it didn't mention anything about their safety. 

And this gave the employers to figure the youngsters call at harsh and unsuitable 

conditions which could also end in their deaths. 

 

The addition of this act also started an agitation among the workers in Bombay as they 

demanded legislations to guard both women workers and youngsters but of these 

efforts went into vain as they were unheard as Great Britain was a signatory to the 

resolution of the conference and meant that the competitors in Britain would plead 
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for the adoption of factory legislation in India at part with the factory legislation within 

the United Kingdom. To avoid such a situation, the government of India appointed 

another commission on supported whose recommendations the Indian Factories 

(Amendments) Act, 1891 was passed. The provisions the act brought alongside it were 

as follows: 

 

• No child below the age of 9 might be employed as compared to 7 within the 

Factories Act, 1881. 

• The age of the youngsters now protected under the act increased from 12 to 

14. 

 

The act was applicable to all or any factories employing 50 persons which might be 

extended to those employing 20 persons at the discretion of the government. 

But the act had its shortcomings too, because the working hours of youngsters were 

a subject highlighted, therefore a revise bill was presented by a committee in 1909 

which passed in 1911, this new amendment had the subsequent changes: 

 

• The working hours of youngs laborers were reduced to six with a rest interval 

of half an hour 

• Children were prohibited from working at night. 

 

Moving further the Factories Act, 1911 was amended in 1922 in order to implement 

the ILO Convention, others factors liable for the implementation was the growing 

consciousness of people, the act raised the employment age from 9 to 12 and also 

gave protection to children below the age of 15.  

 

The fine for breach of the act was enhanced from Rs. 200 to Rs. 500 and the Courts 

were empowered to award compensations to injured persons and their families out of 

the fine. a number of the other amendments were the Indian Mines Act,1923 which 

raised the minimum age of employment to 13 years and restricted the weekly working 

hours to 54 underground and 60 above ground, then we had the Royal Commission 

of Labour in 1929 which prohibited children below the age bracket of 10 from 
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working in any sector and suggested to not have the children work overtime and rather 

take work home. 

 

Due to the suggestions of the Royal commission of Labour in 1929 various legislations 

came into force like the Indian Ports Act,1931 which set the working age of youngsters 

to 12, the Tea Districts Emigrant of Labour Act which annulled the utilization of 

youngsters below the age group of 16, and therefore the Children (Pledging of Labour) 

Act, 1933 was enacted for the aim of removing vague obligations arising from the 

pledging of labour of youngsters by their parents to employers in lieu of loans or 

advances, it further makes the pledging the labour of youngsters below 15 years void. 

there have been also many amendments that happened like that of Factories Act, 1934 

and Mines Act, 1935.  

 

The Employment of children Act, 1938 was also passed which prohibited a child 

indulge in Hazardous and Non- Hazardous areas, all the Acts mentioned were in force 

before the Independence of India, after 15 August, 1947 there were acts enacted 

relating to minimum of child labour and its certifications, those are: 

 

• Factories Act, 1948 

 

The main highlights of this act were the very fact that it prohibited 

employment of youngsters below the age of 14 years, put certification criteria 

for a teenager to prove him/her fit employment and restricted the amount 

of working hours to Four and a half hours every day for the youngsters 

falling under the age group of 14 and 18 years. 

 

• Mines Act, 1952 

 

The main highlights of this act was the very fact that it prohibited anyone 

below the age of 18 years to work in the mining sector, further sub section 2 

of Section 14 says that a trainee shouldn't be below the age of 16 years and 

shall have permission to work under proper supervision and by the approval 

of the Chief Inspector. 
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• The Harmful Machines (Regulations) Act, 1983 

 

The act prohibits the use of children (i.e an individual who has not completed 

his Fourteen years of age) for the operation of Dangerous machines. 

 

• The Plantations Labour Act, 1951 (amended) 

 

The act prohibits a toddler below the age of Fourteen to work in any 

plantation, and if working it shall flow from to a certificate of fitness proving 

his fitness to finish the work. 

 

• Beedi and Cigar Worker (Conditions of Employment) Act, 1966 

 

The act prohibits the utilization of youngsters below the age of 14 years in 

Industrial premises, and also sets a specific timing for the children working 

within the sector. 

 

• Motor Transport Workers Act, 1961 

 

The act prohibits the employment of youngster’s despite of age in any Motor 

Transport undertaking and also makes the employer duty sure to provide a 

certificate of fitness to any adolescent working and asks the adolescent to hold 

an equivalent. 

 

• The Radiation Protection Rules, 1971 

 

The rules being framed under Section 30 of the atomic energy Act, 1962 

prohibit the employment of youngsters below the age of 18 years as radiation 

workers except with the prior permission of the required authorities. 
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• Building and other Construction Workers (Regulations of Employment 

and Condition of Service) Act, 1996 

 

The Act prohibits people below the age of 18 years to interact in any building 

or other construction work. 

 

• The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection) of youngsters Act, 2015 

 

The act seeks to Consolidate and amend the law concerning children alleged 

and located to be in conflict with law and youngsters in need of care and 

protection b catering to their basic needs through proper care, protection, 

development, treatment, social re-integration, by adopting a child friendly 

approach.7 

 

  

																																																								
7 https://www.savethechildren.in/resource-centre/articles/causes-of-child-labour-in-india-and-how-it-can-be 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Even though there are being laws implemented to make certain Child Labour is 

curbed as soon as possible here are some pointers on what a not unusual man/ female 

can do to assist the kids gain their lives back: 

  

• By Being the first change yourself 

One could forestall taking the services of Children for hold their Houses and 

as a substitute assist them financially via spending on their Education.  

 

• By ensuring eradication of the issue on the Local level  

If one unearths out that there are youngsters used as work pressure in 

his/her locality then an awareness program might be performed to ensure 

the shipping of messages. 

  

• Learn approximately the Laws present 

Gain information about the laws existing within the country regarding the 

problem and accordingly tell your close to and dears to assist propagate the 

message 

  

• Make use of Social Media 

Today’s notifications are being variously transferred through Social media 

systems such as Facebook, Whatsapp and Twitter. Use them nicely to train 

the humans about Child Labour and the significance of Eradicating it.  

 

• Be an accountable Citizen 

By being a responsible citizen one should report wrong doings to the 

caretakers and on this case the Police, inform them about the evil practices 

going on and approximately how the Employers of the youngsters are 

exploiting them and exposing themselves to a meaningless existence.  
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• Inform the mother and father of the Child Labourers  

This is perhaps a vital step, the problem surely has a root and if the 

foundation is cleared the hassle robotically vanishes, Talk to the mother and 

father of those Children and tell them approximately the incorrect that is 

being carried out to make certain they recognize the effects of their action.  

 

Ensure that all the guidelines and guidelines are followed not handiest via you but also 

through other humans, ensure service pleasant and healthful working environment for 

the employees. Following each person of the referred to steps shall assist the Society 

understand the which means and significance of a child’s lifestyles and allow them to 

give the child labourers a hand. Slowly and Steadily the Laws, acts enacted shall have 

the public information pass hand in hand and help ensure eradication of Child Labour. 

	


